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Learning Objectives

• The emerging Privacy issues for 2011

• The concept of ‘Privacy by Design’

• The differences between privacy and security

• The challenges of the dynamic data environment

• Technology’s role in privacy
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Michelle is the Vice President for Security & Privacy Solutions with a focus on the North American region. Her team is responsible for evangelizing the important role Oracle plays in the information strategy community as the premier provider of Security solutions for business.

Prior to her current role, Michelle was Chief Data Governance Officer within the Cloud Computing division at Sun Microsystems, Inc. Michelle worked closely with Sun's business, technical and legal teams to create to the best data governance policies and processes possible for cloud computing to build trust for cloud environments through vendor transparency.

Michelle also served as Sun’s Chief Privacy Officer where she was responsible for the development and implementation of Sun's data privacy policies and practices. Michelle has a JD from Fordham University School of Law and a BS degree with university honors from The Ohio State University.